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It is shown that a locally finite graph hqs exactly one isomorphism class of spanning unicyclic 
subgraphs if and only if either G is a unicyclic graph or G is a A& with a rooted tree A 
attached to each vertex of one colour class and a rooted tree B attached to each vertex of the 
other colour class. For clarity the finite case is stated separately. 
n [1] a characterization is given for the connected graphs having exactly one 
rphism class of spanning trees, alternative roofs and more references are 
given in [4]. This article treats the analogous uestion for unicyclic graphs. 
In [l] and [2] the con cted graphs wvith isomorphism classes of spanning 
trees are - characterized. analogous question for unicyclic graphs is treated 
in [S]. 
2. 
Unless otherwise stated the graphs considered will be finite and simple, i.e., 
multipk edges 2nd loons are arot aIIow~d _ _. VW. 
is called a spanni& subgraph of G if is a subgraph of G containing a 
vertices of G, i.e. 9 G and 
I.7 is called a u11 d contains precisely one circuit. 
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three trees root-isomorphic to B. G is obtained from the disjoint union of AI, AZ, 
and B3 by adding the edges (ai, 4) for 1 s i 6 2, 1 s j s 3. 
L((L VI), (Tz, %)P l l ’ 5 (T,, v,)) denotes a graph obtained from the 
111, ‘u2, l l l j v, by attaching the rooted tree (z, Vi) at vi for i = 1,2, . . . 7 ct. 
may write L( TI, T2, . . . , T,) for short, when it is clear which roots Vi 1 s i s n, 
are intended. 
fil denotes the set of graphs G with the property that G has exactly one 
isomorphism class of spanning ur,icyclic subgraphs, i.e., G has at least one 
spanning unicyclic subgraph and any two-spanning unicyclic subgraphs UI, U2 of 
G are isomorphic, UI s U2. 
A d-graph consists of two vertices joined by three paths having their 
end-vertices and nothing else in common. Those are the paths referred to in 
with a property P is called minimal with respect to P or minimak for 
has property P. 
A graph is called locally finite if each vertex has finite valency. 
gK0 is the tree in -which each vertex has countably infinite valency. 
. A finite or infinitb - b sK.+ph G which is connected and contains the 
circuit % will contain a spanning unicyclic graph U whose &cuit is %. 
e existence of U can be proved by deletion of an edge e from % and 
of the well-known theorem (e.g. [3, p. 146, Theorem 9.11) that in a 
connected graph, finite or infinite, any subgraph without circuits can be extended 
to a spanning tree. e-instating e will yield U. 
. Let G be a finite graph. 
ither (1) G is unicyclic, 
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MA I . 
Let Vi, K2 be cl 
G containing respectively 
from U, to U2 must take 
‘cyclic subgraphs of 
d any isomorphism 
ik c1 connecled graph which contains two circuits SI, %& and if 
either ZI and %* are disjoint or if they have precisely one vertex in common, then 
G has two non-isomorphic spanning unicyclic subgraphs. 
Let P be a shortest path in G from %I to Z2; if %!?I n %$ is a vertex, then tp 
degenerates into just that vertex. Let H be a connected spanning subgraph of G 
which contains VI, (?&, P and which is minimal. H consists of %$, %&, P with a 
tree attached to each vertex. 
Let the edges of Z2 be in sequence (el, e29 . . . , 
and ek are incident with one end-vertex of 6). U, = 
spanning unicyclic subgraphs of G. UI p U2 because the sum of valencies of 
vertices at distance length (P) from the circuit gives two different results when 
counted in U, and when counted in U2. Cl 
To prove + in the theorem we may suppose that G E /S1 contains two circuits 
with at least two vertices in common. ence G contains a e-graph. By Lemma 1 
we have: 
If G E ,Ri aEd [f G contains a O-graph, 8, then the three paths of 8 all 
if a connected graph G contains a O-graph with ooze path having length 
~3, then *G has two non-isomorphic spanning unicyclic subgraphs. 
te edges from G until there remains a minimal, connected, spanning 
of G containing the O-graph 8. Let P be a path of 8 joining the two 
valency 3 vertices with the edges E( ) = {eI, e2, . . . , ek}, k ZJ;=W--=q and 
U2 = H - e2 are unleydk spanning ubgraphs uf G. rr, + ecause the sum 
of valencies of vertices on the circuit does not give the same result in U, as 
in U2. Cl 
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Fig. 1. The graph H. In H - cl and H - e4 we compare the two sets of trees (4, A,, B3, L(A,, I+)} 
and (&, AZ, 4, L(A,, 4)). 
ng unicyclic subgraphs of G : 
- e4 we obtain (A 1 5 a,) G (AZ, a2) 
- e2 we obtain ( 
- e3 we obtain ( 
If G E & and if @ contains two circuits, then G corztaim a
as a span&g subgraph. (A, a) G ( , b) is possible. 
. If G E PI contain two circuits, then G is a 
a 5, G contains a spanning subgraph 
Since all circuits of G have length 4, the 
) where A’ must satisfy 
as rove 
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at least one 
G E PI = (1) e underlying simple graph for ikalree 
(2) if (x9 Y 1 Qd (6 Y ‘1 are edges of Teach wi 
at least wo, then there exists an automorphism of T 
+nkmP Ix y } to {d, y ‘}. OW.C.rO \ ,
eorem I. also holds for locally finite gr 
. Let G be a locdly finite graph without ~~~~~~~~e e or loops. 
G E /?I e Either (I) G is unicyclic, 
or (2) G is a K&A, B). 
e is easily seen to hold. Conversely to prove + we easily see that Lem 
1 and 3 hold. The va!ency argument used in proving mmas 2 and 4 remains 
valid, because G has at no vertex of infinite v mma 5 is seen to hold by 
the following argument: G contains the graph of Fig. 1 as a spanning sub 
The sum of v ties in the 4-circuit l for any spanning unkyyclic 
subgraph of G. nce we obtain from - e4 that a1 and a2 have the 
same valency a! in G. Similarly it follows from 1Y - el = - e3 that bI, 
b2, Q3 have the same valency /3. 
At least one of cy - 1, QL! is distinct from /3, therefore an isomorphism from 
- e4 must not only map the circuit of - eI onto that of H - e4, but 
tain that (AI, a,) k (AZ, a2). 
1) G (&, W s (4, b)- 
mma 6 remains true: As before we 
is impossible if x and y both belong to 
the same tree Ai or Bj and if x E Ai, y E I&. For the remaining case y = Q~, 
(a,, x) E Al a contradiction is obtained by comparing valencies of a1 and Q~. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3. i3 
as no direct counte arming trees ([ 
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Let G be a locally finite graph where all circuits have the same 
h to each vertex of G a copy of the tree I&_,. The resulting 
belongs to & but need not satisfy neither (1) nor (2) in Theorem 3. 
t G be the gr consisting of a ertex incident with two 
three-circuits, countably many p of length one an countably many paths of 
length two. 
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